GEODE Contacts

GEODE is a consortium of Alberta academic institutions that has obtained spatial data to support research and teaching. Access to GEODE data is coordinated through partner institution contacts.

University of Calgary
Peter Peller
ppeller@ucalgary.ca
(403) 220-2295

University of Alberta
Larry Laliberte
larry.laliberte@ualberta.ca
(780) 492-8161

University of Lethbridge
Rhys Stevens
rhys.stevens@uleth.ca
(403) 329-5176

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
Corrinna Meidinger
corrinna.meidinger@sait.ca
(403) 774-4991

Grant MacEwan University
Tara Stieglitz
StieglitzT@macewan.ca
(780) 633-3187